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Operation indicator-green
light on Indicates the
dehumidifier is currently
working.

Defrost indicator-defrost on indicates -.
I

Where the dehumidifie
an auto transit mode when the dehumldlfler is fully turned off.
is operating at low temperatures.

Dehumidifying for humidity control
at between 50% to 60 %

Tankfull indicator-the Tankfull indicates on

indicates full water level as the dehumidifier cuts

off automatically.

HUMIDITYCONTROLKNOB
Usefor controlthe operation
andthe onandoff functionof
thedehumidifier.

Thedehumidifieris setteddehumidifyingsetting
incontinuousoperatingmode.
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Insert the power plug securely.

. Rotate the humidity dial to desired setting, generally set to the
déhumidifying position, and the dehumidifier will automatically
come on if the humidity inside the room exceeds the selected setting.

Upon reaching the desired humidity once the dehumidifier is set to
work, the dehumidifier will automatically stop.

The dehumidifier will automatically come on once the humidity with
in the space excels over the setting.
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When the water reaches the fulllevel of the drip
bucket, the full-Ievel indicator will come on, and
dehumidifier cut off automatically.

Retrieve the drip bucket, empty the moisture
contents, and replace it ; the dehumidifier will
return to auto operating mode.

Maneuver the drip bucket by the handle shown.

Hold the bucket by the sides with your two hands
to empty the moisture contents.
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Please prepare common drainage, PVCgooseneck of approx. 13 mm in
diameter, commonly found at home furnishing stores, cut to required
length.

Lightly tap open the permanent drainage hole on the left of the housing.

Insert the drainage into the permanent drainage on the unit.

When using the permanent drain , make sure the drainage
gooseneck is laid fiat horizontally and fastened to place;
avoid over lapping or depressing , and make sure it lays
lower than the positions of the permanent drain.

Never handle any power cord with
your hands wet.
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Never pull from the power cord to
avoid electrical short.

Refrain from using multiple power
tap to avoid electrical spark.

Keep the unit and control panel
absolutely from of contact to
moisture.

For optimal safety, remove the
power cord and turn off the unit
whenever clesnup or servicing
is required.

Refrain from disassembling or
servicing the unit, unless by
trai ned service tech nician.
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\!\farning:

Never insert any foreign object into
the unit the unit to avoid hazard.

Never drape clothing over the
dehumidifer for drying purposes.
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Operating precaution:

~1

Refrain from leaving the door or
windows open so to maximize
its dehumidifying function.

~~
Keep off all combustibles, such
as gasoline, from the unit.
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Keep the electrical plug clean at
all times.

Never spray insecticide or apply grease paint near the unit to
avoid detorming the plastic parts or causing fire hazard.

Please clean the filter regularly to
ensure maximum air intake and
dehumidifying efficiency.
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Please keep the unit away from
all hear sources to prevent the
plastic parts from deformation,
which may lead to hazard.
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Operating precaution:
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Refrain from operating the
dehumidifier near the sink.

Refrain from operating the
dehumidifier in a confined closet.

Allow adequate clearance around
all sides of the dehumidifier.

Maintenance tips:

Always make up the current switch has been turned off whenever servic or
repair is required on the dehumidifier, and make sure the power plug has
been removed to maximum operating saftety.

A. Use a 50ft, clean reg to wipe the surface ofthe dehumidifier.

1) Caring for the housing :

B. For dust buildup, mild cleansing agent may be used to gently wipe clean the
surface, the wipe agent off with tap water.

C. Never rinse the unit with water directly to avoid causing poor insulation or
current leakage.

2) Cleaning the air filter:

The air filter serves to filter out the dust or odor in the air, and excessive dust buildup on
the filter may lessen out the filter on a biweekly basis under normal operating conditions
50 to maintain the unit in its full dehumidifying efficiency.

E~ergency g,andling:

ln the event the dehumidifier should malfunction or emit strange odor, please remove the current
plug immediately , and contact our service department for disposition ; do not attempt to
disassemble the unit in your own 50 to avoid electrical hazard.
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